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CPDA: Collaborative Product Development Associates, LLC 
CPDA’s Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) research programs target the critical decisions in 
Product Lifecycle Management challenging Design, Engineering, Manufacturing, and Information 
Technology managers and executives. CPDA’s PLM collaborative research programs provide in-
depth analysis of strategies, products, issues, processes, technologies, trends, case studies, and 
surveys for assessing technology, business goals and objectives, and implementation road maps. 

The cohesive suite of collaborative programs clarifies and evaluates new capabilities, 
standards for frameworks, and development issues; it highlights the most advanced uses of 
leading technologies, and it links the technical effort to the realization of business value. The 
four collaborative research programs include: 

Design Creation and Validation: A bottom-up view of engineering requirements from the 
desktop across the enterprise. Advanced computer-aided design (CAD), engineering analysis, 
manufacturing technologies, collaboration, and visualization software serve as springboards for 
gaining a competitive advantage. The Design Creation and Validation service applies CPDA’s 
structured methodology to the evaluation of new products and processes as well as to current 
projects in client organizations. A critical focus, the emerging technology of knowledge 
engineering with templates and rule-based architectures focuses on delivering the needed tools 
into the hands of product developers to capture knowledge, and to formalize its use. The use of 
direct geometry access and manipulation, data translation technology, XML alternatives, and JT 
options are also assessed for their ability to deliver interoperability across the diverse and 
disparate business and technical applications. 

Design/Simulation Council: The Council promotes a standard framework employing common 
terminology to integrate and optimize the diverse and divergent specialist activities currently 
fragmenting design efforts. CAE must fully integrate with design, up front, to close the chasm 
between design and analysis. Analysts must actively participate continuously in design decisions 
and enter the mainstream. The impending breakthrough in CAE will rest on knowledge reuse, 
process capture, and streamlining. 

PLM Integration / Product Definition: A top-down view provides a conceptual framework for 
collaboration across different product development perspectives, bridging customer needs, 
systems engineering and tradeoffs, design solutions, and fulfillment and manufacturing. 
Integration and interoperability in complex PLM environments pose substantial hurdles. The rapid 
transition to cross-enterprise collaboration, at all levels of design and supply, intensifies the 
pressure on existing, inwardly focused IT architectures to support and enable new modes of 
doing business. 

Product Value Management: Common processes for design, development, and product 
introduction across the supply chain may be validated with reference models such as SCOR 
(Supply Chain Operational Reference model), or VCOR (Value Chain Operational Reference 
model). The first step, business process modeling (BPM), facilitates the building of consensus 
around a common understanding and terminology, across organizations and functional silos. 
Mapping BPM to a service-oriented architecture based on open standards represents a critical 
second step. An IT integration infrastructure in a Federated Enterprise Reference Architecture™ 
(FERA) supports a loose coupling between enterprises extending across the supply chain.  

Collaborative Product Development Associates was formed by the PLM research team of D.H. 
Brown Associates, Inc. (DHBA). 
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Dr. Shephard�s research addresses technologies to improve the reliability and level of automation 
of advanced numerical simulations. His work has addressed automatic mesh generation, 
automated and adaptive analysis, parallel adaptive analysis, simulation-based design, and 
multiscale systems engineering. Dr. Shephard is a co-founder of Simmetrix Inc.  
Mr. Walsh�s efforts focus on leveraging leading-edge technology related to CAD/CAE 
integration, simulation modeling and simulation-based design as an integral part of solving real-
world applications, and problems related to analysis and design. His areas of experience include 
solid modeling technologies, CAD/CAE interoperability, direct CAD access, mesh generation, 
abstract analysis modeling, process automation, and design optimization. 
This paper is derived and updated from Dr. Shephard�s presentation to the Design/Simulation 
track at CPDA�s PLM Road Map� conference. 
 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

SIMULATION-BASED DESIGN 
With Simulation-based design, simulation serves as the primary means of design 
evaluation and verification. Simulation advances the ability to design and 
manufacture superior products in less time and at lower costs � a requirement for 
any company to remain competitive in the future. After decades of advances in 
computing technologies, CAD and CAE now provide many of the ingredients 
needed to support simulation-based design. However, their full realization places 
additional requirements on the simulation processes carried out that current 
CAD/CAE products and industrial practices do not readily meet. This discussion 
focuses on the missing ingredients of fully deployable simulation-based design.  
 
Key capabilities that are needed to support the realization of simulation-based 
design (SBD) where design engineers are armed with simulation technologies 
include: 
! Design systems that support the hierarchy of models needed by the 

procedures of the simulations used to evaluate design performance 
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parameters. This hierarchy of models must be effectively built from, and 
relate to, a high level representation of the overall design. 

! Tools that can automatically construct the specific models required by the 
simulation procedures to execute engineering simulations during the 
design process.  

! Methods to select and control the models used in a simulation to provide 
reliable predictions of the performance parameters of interest to the required 
levels of accuracy needed in the design process.  

! The execution of a set of verification and validation processes at the 
component level on the simulation methods used to ensure their ability 
to predict the performance parameters within the range of design 
variations allowed. 

 
The application of simulation-based design in today�s engineering design 
processes tends to be focused on two application areas. The first relates to 
situations where the analysis tools required to determine the requested design 
performance parameters are well qualified and operate directly off the 
information in the computer-aided design (CAD) system. An example of this 
type is the geometric interference checking such as applied by Boeing in the 
design of the 777. The second application consists of situations where the cost 
associated with the application of the classical methods of prototype 
construction and test are prohibitively time consuming and expensive. For 
example, automotive crash simulations are highly complex, but far less time 
consuming and costly than hardware prototyping. All automotive manufacturers 
have made substantial investments to acquire the needed simulation tools, train 
people in the execution of these complex simulation tools, and validating the 
procedures they have developed. 
 

EXECUTING SIMULATIONS IN SIMULATION-BASED 
DESIGN 

The execution of a simulation-based design process requires the application of a 
large number of ongoing engineering analyses as the design evolves to predict 
performance of the parameters of interest. Determining the right combination of 
models upon which to base the simulations requires substantial expertise with 
respect to understanding the physical behaviors involved, as well as the 
effectiveness of the available simulation models and software systems to solve the 
targeted analyses. Two major factors complicate this process. First, most 
engineering design processes require the application of a number of coupled 
engineering analyses for different interacting physical behaviors. Quite often the 
level of model fidelity required to model each physical behavior can vary as well 
as the mechanisms for coupling them together. Second, in many cases the 
application of the selected simulation model requires the use of numerical 
methods that are complex to execute and require substantial expertise to apply 
properly. Common examples of such methods are mesh-based procedures such 
as finite elements, finite volumes, and finite differences. 
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Given the complexity involved in the execution of these simulation processes, 
companies often have teams of �CAE experts� that are responsible for 
performing the required analyses. In most industries, the effective support of the 
set of analyses for a single design process will require the expertise of multiple 
CAE experts. Although tools such as automatic mesh generators and simulation 
templates are making it possible to automate the analysis process, they do not 
eliminate the need to properly select the simulation models to be solved and the 
meshes to be used to solve them.  
 
Arming design engineers with such tools will allow them to execute the various 
simulations, but they do not provide them with the knowledge needed to ensure 
they obtain useful results. It is inappropriate to expect designers to develop all the 
required CAE expertise, considering the body of knowledge they already need in 
order to execute intelligent design processes. However, the cost to assemble the 
necessary CAE expertise to support the simulations for each design process, in 
terms of in time and effort, is all too often simply too high.  
 
The capturing of CAE expertise, in conjunction with the application of the latest 
simulation-automation technologies, is a key component required of simulation-
based design systems. Software technologies that can support the effective 
development of simulation-based design systems can represent the hierarchy of 
models and information involved in going from a general problem definition to 
the specific simulation models needed to drive engineering analysis procedures. In 
general, the process of executing the simulations requires the transformation of 
simulation models from high-level problem specifications, through complete 
mathematical representations, to the discretized computational model that 
represents the input to engineering analysis packages. Since these transformations 
are complex and their application time-consuming and error prone, it is critical 
that the system contain all the tools needed to automatically generate the 
computational models needed. 
 
Commercially-available software typically supports only specific portions of 
the requirements. Current CAE systems concentrate on the computational 
requirements and numerical system for the computer solution. CAD systems 
typically provide effective support for the mathematical description of the 
domain. The assembly and feature models in CAD systems can represent 
aspects of the physical domain. In recent years, methods have been 
developed for the automatic generation of the meshes used to define 
computational domains from the boundary representations available in 
commercial CAD systems. 
 

ROLE OF ADAPTIVE METHODS IN SUPPORTING 
SIMULATION RELIABILITY 

The majority of the simulations performed during an engineering design 
process are concerned with solving partial differential equations of various 
types, subject to complex load, boundary, and initial conditions, over general 
domains using numerical methods that solve the mathematical problem exactly 
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only in the �limit.� This coupled with the fact that the mathematical model 
used is itself only an approximation of physical reality, means the solution 
results obtained are approximate, with some level of error. In general, it is not 
possible to know exactly how large the error is, since knowing the error 
precisely is equivalent to knowing the exact solution to the physical problem. 
There are, however, a number of methodologies available that attempt to 
determine and control the simulation approximation errors to improve the 
reliability and accuracy of the simulation results obtained. These methods 
employ the results of previous analysis steps in an a posteriori manner to 
determine how to adaptively control the next solution step to effectively 
reduce the solution errors.  
 
A well-known example of adaptive solution control is adaptive mesh refinement, 
in which a posteriori error estimators of the mesh discretization errors are used to 
determine where and how to improve the mesh to effectively get the solution 
error under control. Figure 1 shows an example of an adaptive mesh refinement 
process for an electromagnetics simulation. In this example, the adaptive 
simulation procedure interacted directly with the CAD model defined in ACIS 
and an existing finite element analysis code. The adaptive procedures were 
constructed through the addition of an error estimation component and a mesh-
modification component that can modify a given mesh to any prescribed mesh 
size, while ensuring all mesh modifications take into account the curved domain 
geometry originally defined in the CAD system. 
 

 
 
Other a posteriori error control techniques can be applied and can be as simple as a 
comparison to confirm that the limits in a model assumption are met. For example, 
maximum stress may be predicted in a simulation using a linear elastic material 
model. The predicted maximum stress should be checked to confirm it is below the 
yield stress limit for the linear elastic behavior of the material being used.  
 
In recent years a number of procedures have been developed to support 
automated geometric domain approximations associated with ignoring 
specific geometric features in the domain. They use reduced dimension 
geometry for portions of the domain where one or two of the geometric 
dimensions is small compared to the others. Since the influence of these 
approximations is a strong function of overall interactions and the 
parameters to be determined in the analysis, a posteriori methods to 

FIGURE 1  
Example of 

Adaptive Mesh 

Initial Mesh First Refinement Final Adaptive 
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determine the influence of these approximations are needed. These methods 
also need to be coupled with adaptive control procedures so they are applied 
only when acceptable. 
 
It is also useful to capture CAE expert knowledge on best practices to apply in 
those cases where well qualified procedures for the adaptive control are not 
available. Finally, since the full collection of simulation approximation errors 
can not be determined, it is also critical to link all of these processes to 
appropriate validation processes. 
 

SUPPORTING SIMULATION-BASED DESIGN 
The model representation and generation technologies needed to extend current 
CAD technologies to effectively support simulation-based engineering are being 
developed. Although not developed to the same level of completeness, a number 
of the procedures to support the adaptive control of simulation processes to 
ensure the reliability of the results are also being defined and becoming available. 
The combination of these tools and technologies is beginning to support the 
development of simulation-based design systems that allow companies to 
dramatically improve their design and engineering processes. The construction of 
such simulation-based design systems does require substantial care and effort on 
the part of a company and its software suppliers. The process can be greatly 
facilitated by the use of simulation-based engineering software components that 
support the information flow and model generation processes needed within a 
simulation-based design system. A number of new generation software vendors 
are providing such software components. One example of this is the Simmetrix 
Simulation Application Suite that is being used to support the development of 
multiple simulation-based design applications in industry and adaptive multiscale 
modeling methods for research labs.  
 
Overall, simulation-based design technologies are just beginning to demonstrate 
their potential. Their introduction requires the application of new technologies 
and changes in the way business is done. Companies that can effectively move to 
simulation-based design of their products will have a competitive advantage over 
those that have not yet adopted these technologies. 
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ADAPTIVE SIMULATION CONTROL IN SIMULATION-BASED 
DESIGN 

As presented in the executive summary, the realization of simulation-based design 
requires the support of a hierarchy of models, tools that automatically construct the 
specific models needed for simulation, methods to provide reliable predictions of 
performance parameters, and verification and validation processes. For these 
capabilities to be able to support SBD systems, they must be consistent with a 
general abstraction of an engineering simulation process, as discussed below. The 
simulation as well must be mapped into the SBD process. Finally, the review 
considers the current status of adaptive simulation control technologies and the 
role of verification and validation.  
 

ABSTRACTION OF ENGINEERING SIMULATION 
PROCESSES 

The first step in supporting SBD systems is the clear definition of an abstraction 
to represent the engineering simulation process of interest. This definition of 
the engineering simulation process must focus on the hierarchy of information 
needed and the transformations required to go from a physical description of 
the problem, through the application of appropriate mathematical models, to 
the construction of the computer models used to solve those mathematical 
descriptions. Figure 2 shows an abstraction of an engineering simulation into 
four levels in which the information on the top three levels has been placed into 
three groups. The top level represents a generalized statement of the simulation 
problem. Each of the lower levels represents the result of a transformation of the 
information from 
the previous level 
until a numerical 
system appropriate 
for solution on a 
digital computer is 
constructed. Each 
step of 
transformation 
changes the form 
of the information 
into the one 
needed for the next step. The operations involved with the transformations can 
be complex and involve the introduction of various levels of approximation. 

FIGURE 2  
Abstraction of an 

Engineering Simulation 
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Commercially available software typically supports only specific portions of this 
process. Current CAE systems operate at the bottom two levels. CAD systems 
typically provide effective support of mathematical domain definitions for use in 
the mathematical description of the domain. The assembly and feature models in 
CAD systems can represent aspects of the physical domain. In recent years 
methods have been developed for the automatic generation of the meshes used to 
define computational domains from the boundary representations available in 
commercial CAD systems. 
 

MAPPING THE ENGINEERING SIMULATION INTO THE 
SIMULATION-BASED DESIGN PROCESS 

LEVELS OF MODELS 
The first component of mapping the engineering simulation into the SBD process 
involves the definition of the top level, or problem specification level. The 
problem specification level model indicates the governing physical principles to 
be considered. It must also indicate the physical relationships between the 
physical parameters and the physical domains. The physical principals governing 
the behavior of the parts must be assigned to the appropriate domain and the 
interactions between entities in a manner that is independent of the mathematical 
model instances. The data structures and methods used must be able to support 
the transformation of the information in the problem specification level into 
viewpoint-specific forms needed by simulation methods to be applied to obtain 
predictions of the requested performance parameters. Within an engineering 
simulation viewpoint the parts are decomposed in a manner consistent with the 
idealizations of the physical behavior of interest [24]. The definition of such 
representations can be supported by a graph-like structure similar to those used to 
define assembly and feature models in CAD systems [10] with the extensions 
necessary to support hierarchal decompositions and multiple viewpoints [14, 20]. 
An example of a commercial model representation that can support the 
relationships needed is the Simmetrix Abstract Model [11, 27]. 
 
The mathematical model level provides a fully qualified representation in terms 
of sets of mathematical equations representing the governing physical principles. 
Since the mathematical models used to represent the behavior of parts and their 
interactions may be adapted during the simulation process, the problem graph at 
this level, at any instant in time, is one viewpoint of the original problem graph. 
 
The transformation of the mathematical model to the computational model is 
focused on providing the information used in construction of the numerical 
system to be solved. In the case of continuum mathematical models, the 
transformation of the mathematical model to the computational model typically 
employs a formal discretization process. The most commonly applied 
discretization methods decompose the domain into a mesh with the to-be-
determined-equation parameters approximated over the entities of the mesh as a 
set of piecewise distribution functions multiplied by yet-to-be-determined 
multipliers, referred to as degrees of freedom (dof). The result of this process is a 
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set of mesh entity matrices that are assembled into the numerical system that is 
then solved to determine the dof values. The process of executing the 
computational model defines specific relationships among entities in the 
computational domain and the computational tensor fields. Three common cases 
that employ different combinations of interactions among the mesh entities and 
the dof and the distributions that define the computational tensor fields are:  
! Finite difference based on a vertex stencil: The distribution functions are 

difference stencils, and dofs are typically values of the to-be-determined 
equation parameters at vertices in a mesh.  

! Finite volume methods: Are constructed in terms of distribution functions 
written over individual mesh entities. The dofs are typically values of the to-
be-determined equation parameters at points within the mesh entity. In most 
cases the field being defined and the dof are not shared between neighboring 
mesh entities. The coupling of the dof between mesh entities is through 
operators acting over common boundary mesh entities.  

! Finite elements: The distribution functions are written over individual mesh 
entities. When continuity is required, it is obtained by the combination of 
appropriate distribution functions and dof associated with the bounding 
mesh entities.  

DOMAIN 
The domain representations must support the: 
! transformation of the physical domain definition into the sets of mathematical 

and computational domains required by the simulations applied in the design 
process,  

! ability to address any domain interrogation required during the generation of 
the various simulation domain models and within the simulation process 
itself, and 

! ability to associate the physical parameters and fields with the domain models. 
 
The physical definition of the domain is a set of components with relationship 
between the components defined by the combination of spatial interactions (e.g., 
common boundaries) and mathematical interactions (interaction of fields over 
components that may, or may not, be in �contact�). The two primary sources for 
continuum domain definitions are CAD models and image data. CAD systems 
employ some form of boundary representation.  
 
Image data is defined using a volumetric form such as voxels or octrees. Except 
in cases of directly using the image data in the construction of the computational 
domain, it is generally accepted that boundary representations including 
topological data are better-suited for continuum-level simulations. Feature models 
such as used in CAD systems [10] can deal with the geometry-based interactions 
with the edges and nodes of the graph enhanced and added to include the 
additional relationships defined at the model level. The feature models can also be 
used to drive CAD system procedures to construct the explicit domain definitions 
with full shape information.  
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Common to all boundary representations is the use of the abstraction of 
topological entities and their adjacencies to represent the entities of different 
dimensions. The information defining the actual shape of the topological entities 
can be thought of as information associated with the entity. An important 
consideration in the selection of a boundary representation is its ability to 
represent general combinations of 0-, 1-, 2-, and 3-D entities. In addition to the 
topological entities and associated shape information, geometric modeling 
systems maintain numerical tolerance information on how well the entities 
actually fit together. The algorithms and methods within the geometric modeling 
system are able to use the tolerance information to effectively define and maintain 
a consistent representation of the geometric domain. The abstraction of topology 
provides an effective means to develop functional interfaces to boundary-based 
modelers that are independent of the shape information. This has led to the 
development of geometric modeling kernels like ACIS and Parasolid. The 
geometric modeling APIs have been successfully used to develop automated finite 
element modeling processes [23] using automatic mesh generators [7]. 
 
The most common form of continuum computational domains are meshes that 
are piecewise decompositions of the domain. To support a full set of operations 
needed the mesh must maintain an association with the continuum domain 
representation, which can be effectively done by relating the appropriate set of 
topological entities between the explicit and computational domain [8]. 

FIELDS 
The physical parameters that define all aspects of the parts, extending beyond the 
geometric model, are established at the problem-specification level. The physical 
parameters used in the mathematical equations are tensor quantities defined over 
various portions of the domain that can be general functions of the independent 
variables of space and time. The ability to understand and use a tensor at any 
particular instant requires knowledge of the coordinate system in which the 
components of the tensor are referred. Tensors can be represented in other 
coordinate systems through appropriate coordinate transformations. One general 
means for defining these tensors is in terms of the domain entities to which they 
are associated. 
 
The tensor fields that are known a priori are defined by given distribution 
functions over mathematical domain entities. For example in the case of solving 
partial differential equations (PDEs), the distribution of given tensors are 
effectively related to topological entities of regions, faces, edges, and vertices [21].  
 
Those tensor fields that are to be determined as part of the computation, are also 
related to the appropriate mathematical domain entity. However, their actual 
definition is in terms of distribution functions associated with entities in the 
computational domain that are associated with mathematical domain entity. For 
example, in the case of a continuum PDE solved using finite elements, the 
computational field is defined over the mesh entities that represent the 
appropriate mathematical domain entities. Over each of those mesh entities the 
tensor field is discretized into a set of shape functions that are scaled by the values 
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of the degrees of freedom. A single tensor field can be used by a number of 
different analysis routines that interact, and the field may be associated with 
multiple computational models having alternative relationships between them. In 
addition, different distributions can be used by a field to discretize its associated 
tensor. To effectively account for the multiple sets of distributions and meshes of a 
tensor field, multiple field instances can be used at the computational-model level.  
 

ADAPTIVE SIMULATION CONTROL  

BACKGROUND AND STATUS 
An adaptive simulation process begins by selecting an applicable set of 
mathematical models and associated computational models. Assuming a mesh-
based computational model, an initial mesh for the selected equation 
discretization method is generated and solved. At that point a posteriori 
evaluations of the accuracy of the solution are to be determined. If the solution 
is not accurate enough, the information calculated as part of the solution 
accuracy estimates is used in a process of determining the most effective 
improvements to the models and discretizations needed to obtain the desired 
accuracy. The process of solving on the current models and discretizations, 
estimating the solution accuracy and improving the model, is repeated until the 
solution is deemed acceptable.  
 
Since mathematically based error estimation exists for only a limited number of 
simulation error contributions [2], it is necessary to support all means that are, 
and may become, available for controlling simulation accuracy. 
 
Initial model selection is based on a priori knowledge. When model assumptions 
are related to the range of solution parameters expected, the results can be 
checked against the assumptions. In many other cases there are no robust 
procedures for deciding if the model is adequate. However, there is the ability to 
encode expert knowledge [15] to aid in the selection and evaluation of models. 
Experimental validation must ultimately be an integral part of this process [1]. 
When multiple interacting models are employed, these interactions must be 
properly controlled to ensure the accuracy of the overall simulation.  
 
Early in the design, the detailed geometry may not be complete, or at later points 
selected geometric details may be ignored to reduce simulation costs. Thus, 
procedures to deal with idealized geometries are an important part of adaptive 
simulation control. The two areas relating to geometric idealizations are: 
! Geometry dimensional reduction/expansion: In cases where the domain 

definitions are 3-D volumes and the analysis idealization calls for a reduced-
dimension model that might involve shell and beam elements, procedures 
are needed to extract the appropriate reduced-order geometry and 
appropriate analysis properties. In cases where a reduced dimension model 
is available and information indicates a more detailed higher dimension 
domain must be used, the attributes associated with the current geometry 
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that encode the missing geometric information must be used to create the 
increased dimension representation. 

! Geometry simplification: In many cases there are specific geometric features 
in the design model that need not be explicitly represented in the simulation 
model (e.g., holes, fillets, or simply small geometric features introduced to 
close a model). Procedures that can automatically remove these from the 
domain, or reinsert them when needed, can greatly improve the efficiency of 
the analysis.  

 
In those cases when 3-D volume models are provided, it is often desirable to 
construct a reduced dimensional model and associated mesh in specific portions of 
the domain. The most promising tool available for this operation is the medial 
axis transform (actually medial surface in 3-D). There are two important factors 
about the use of medial surface technologies in the definition of reduced order 
geometric models. First, the reduced geometry desired will want to ignore small 
medial surface branches and will want to extend the main branches to intersect the 
faces associated with the un-needed small branches. Second, there are not fully 
robust automatic algorithms available for the construction of complete medial 
surfaces. However, the main contributor to the lack of robustness is associated 
with finding and properly resolving the small branches. Since these branches are 
not important to the desired reduced dimension model, full robustness to find all 
branches is not needed. However, it is necessary to be able to �properly� connect 
all retained branches and extend them to the appropriate boundaries. Specific 
geometric reasoning procedures are needed to support this process. 
 
Some groups are investigating the use of 
the medial axis for the construction of 
reduced dimension domains [3, 28] and 
meshes of prismatic elements [3, 16, 19]. 
Figure 3 shows a result for an 
automatically generated mixed mesh 
where there are prismatic elements (no 
diagonals through the thickness) in the 
thin regions [19]. The mesh also is 
geometrically graded from the edge 
singularity as needed for p-version 
analysis and is curved to provide the 
order of geometric approximation 
needed to ensure that the high order p-version finite element can be applied.  
 
The capturing of reduced-dimension geometry construction rules has received 
some initial consideration depending upon the design model information that 
indicates the function of geometric features. The approach applies when the 
information provides help for both linking the rules associated with the 
dimensional reductions and for controlling the geometric algorithms for executing 
the dimensional reductions in an efficient and robust manner. 
 

FIGURE 3  
Automatically 

Generated Curved 
Mesh 
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It is common to consider two classes of geometric simplifications. The first is 
associated with the elimination of geometric entities that are small with respect to 
the desired discretization of the geometry. The second is the elimination of 
geometric features that are not reasonably categorized as small. The acceptability 
of using either simplification class depends on the quantities to be predicted by 
the analysis. For example, not including a reasonably large cutout can be perfectly 
acceptable in low stress regions, while ignoring the geometry of a fillet will lead to 
entirely meaningless predictions of stresses in the area of the fillet (see the caution 
given below). 
 
Procedures have been developed to remove specific classes of small features from 
geometric models [26] where the user can control the definition of �small� [27]. 
Figure 4 shows an example of the application of such a procedure allowing the 
creation of coarser initial meshes.  
 

 
 
If structures are used such that the original geometric model topology and shape 
information is unaltered, it is possible to recover the eliminated features. This 
ability is needed to support adaptive solution procedures to perform operations 
such as returning the representation of a fillet as the mesh size is refined in that 
region. Such a process allows accurate prediction of quantities like local stresses, 
which would converge to infinity at a re-entrant corner if the fillet geometry was 
not taken into account [26].  
 
Procedures for the adaptive elimination of a specific class of model features, in 
particular circular holes in a stress analysis [25], have been proposed. In this 
procedure, circular holes that were not too large of a fraction of the local cross-
section are ignored in the generation of the initial mesh. If the stresses are low 
when scaled with a conservative stress concentration factor, the hole continues to 
be ignored as the adaptive mesh control process continued. If the stresses are large 
enough, the hole is reintroduced into the analysis model and mesh. Structures that 
can support the implementation of such procedures can be defined within the high 
level model, such as the Simmetrix abstract model [11, 27].  
 
In most simulation procedures the mathematical models, such as PDEs, are 
discretized into finite dimensional problems over meshes for numerical solution. 

Portion of Geometric Model With All Features Represented Without All Features Represented

FIGURE 4  
Meshing With and 

Without All Geometric 
Features Represented 
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In some cases, robust methods are available to estimate the mesh discretization 
error [2, 6] while for others there are procedures capable of identifying the areas 
of high error that need improvement. Using this information, methods to 
automatically improve the mesh have been developed. Some of these procedures 
have been extended to fully account for the curved domains [17] and can generate 
highly effective anisotropic meshes [18], such as the one shown in Figure 5, 
developed to resolve the flow of blood through a by-pass.  
 y g

 
 

ADAPTIVE DISCRETIZATION CONTROL WITH CURRENT ANALYSIS CODES 
Although there are a large number of commercial software systems for solving 
PDEs that are capable of providing results to the required levels of accuracy for 
those PDEs, the vast majority lack the ability to automatically control the mesh 
discretization errors through the application of adaptive methods. These systems 
effectively leave it to the user to attempt to define an appropriate mesh. This is in 
spite of the fact that methods for the adaptive control of mesh discretization 
errors have been well researched, and are available. 
 
One approach to support the application of adaptive analysis is to alter the 
analysis software to include the error estimation and mesh adaptation methods 
needed. The advantage of this approach is that the resulting code can minimize 
the total computation and data manipulation time required. The disadvantage is 
the amount of code modification and development required to support mesh 
adaptation. The expense and time required to do this to existing fixed mesh 
programs is large and in most cases considered prohibitive. 
 
The alternative approach is to leave the fixed mesh analysis program unaltered 
and to use interoperable mesh, geometry, and field components to control the 
flow of information between the analysis code and a set of other needed 
components. This approach has been used to develop multiple adaptive analysis 
capabilities in which the interoperable mesh, geometry, and field components are 
used as follows:  

FIGURE 5  
Adaptively Defined 

Anisotropic Mesh 
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! The geometry interface supports the integration with multiple CAD systems. 
The API of the modeler enables interactions with mesh generation and mesh 
modification to obtain all domain geometry information needed [7, 27].  

! The mesh interface supports modifying the mesh during the adaptive 
process [8].  

! The field interface [9] provides functions to obtain the solution information 
needed for error estimation and to support the transfer of solution fields as 
the mesh is adapted.  

 
A common approach to support mesh adaptation is to use the error estimation 
procedures to define a new mesh size field that is provided to an automatic mesh 
generation procedure that generates a new mesh of the domain (adaptive 
remeshing). Although a popular approach, it has two disadvantages. The first 
disadvantage is the computational cost of an entire mesh generation each time the 
mesh is adapted. The second disadvantage is that in the case of transient and/or 
non-linear problems, it requires global solution field transfer between the old and 
new meshes. Such solution transfer is computationally expensive. It can also 
introduce additional error into the solution which can dictate the ability to 
effectively obtain the level of solution accuracy desired. A preferred alternative 
approach to mesh adaptation is to apply generalized local mesh modifications 
with local solution transfer during each modification step [18]. Such procedures 
have been developed that ensure the mesh�s approximation to the geometry is 
maintained as the mesh is modified [17]. This is the approach used to adapt the 
mesh in the examples presented here. 
 
The eigenmode solver Omega3P, which is used in the design of next-generation 
linear accelerators by the DOE Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, has been 
integrated with adaptive mesh control [12] to improve the accuracy and 
convergence of wall loss (or quality factor) calculations in accelerator cavities. The 
simulation procedure consists of interfacing Omega3P to solid models, automatic 
mesh generation, general mesh modification, and error estimator components to 
form an adaptive loop. The accelerator geometries are defined as ACIS solid 
models. Using functional interfaces between the geometric model and meshing 
techniques, the automatic mesh generator MeshSim [27] creates the initial mesh. 
After Omega3P calculates the solution fields, the error indicator determines a new 
mesh size field, and the mesh modification procedures [18] adapt the mesh, which 
are equivalent to procedures available from Simmetrix [27]. As shown earlier in 
Figure 1, meshes created using this procedure reliably produce results of the 
desired accuracy with approximately one-third the number of unknowns the 
previous user controlled procedure produced [12].  
 
In metal forming simulations, the deformable parts undergo large plastic 
deformations that result in major changes in the analysis domain geometry. The 
meshes of the deforming parts typically need to be modified frequently to 
continue the analysis due to large element distortions, mesh discretization errors, 
and/or geometric approximation errors. Procedures to determine a new mesh 
size field considering each of these factors have been developed [29]. The 
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procedure includes functions to transfer history-dependent field variables as each 
mesh modification is performed. Figure 6 shows the set-up, a mesh partway 
through the simulation, and the final adapted meshes for a steering link 
manufacturing problem solved using the DEFORM-3D analysis engine within a 
mesh modification-based adaptive loop. A total stroke of 41.7mm is taken in the 
simulation. The initial workpiece mesh consists of 28,885 elements. The 
simulation is completed with 20 mesh modification steps producing a final mesh 
with 102,249 elements. 
 

Bottom Die

Top Die

Workpiece Initial Mesh of Workpiece

Final Adapted Mesh
 

A CAUTION 
The advancement of simulation-based engineering requires the application of 
automated adaptive simulation methods. Considering the number of items that 
must be adaptively controlled, it is reasonable to expect that these methods will 
be introduced incrementally. Since the various approximations made in 
performing simulations can strongly interact, the process of introducing adaptive 
control methods must be done taking proper account of those interactions. To 
demonstrate the importance of these interactions, consider a simple two-
dimensional stress analysis problem in which the two interacting approximations 
are geometric simplification, in this case ignoring a small geometric feature, and 
the mesh discretization error.  
 

FIGURE 6  
Metal Forming Example 
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The top two images of Figure 7 show the original geometry, with the fillet, and a 
simplified geometry without the fillet. The middle two images show an initial mesh 
(in the deformed configuration) and the stress contours of the simplified geometry, 
which even visually looks to be of questionable accuracy due to the lack of 
smoothness in them. The mesh adaptation procedure confirms this and generates 
an adapted mesh that yields much smoother stress contours (bottom two images in 
Figure 7). Assuming that the use of the 2-D elastic model is appropriate, it can be 
demonstrated that the solution on the adapted mesh is accurate for the given 
geometry. However, if the design question of interest is the stress at the reentrant 
corner, where the fillet was eliminated, then neither mesh provides a useful value. 
In fact, no mesh will provide an accurate stress prediction in that area on that 
geometry. If the true geometry had a sharp reentrant corner, the exact value for the 
linear elastic model is an infinite stress. If one wants an accurate prediction of the 
stress for the design geometry that has a fillet, and not a reentrant corner, one must 

Stresses for Adapted Mesh Adapted Mesh of 
Geometry without Fillet 

Stresses for Initial Mesh Mesh of Geometry without 
Fillet (Deformed Shape) 

Geometry without Fillet Geometry with Fillet 

FIGURE 7  
Adaptive Mesh Control 

without Adaptive 
Geometric 

Approximation Leads to 
Incorrect Results 
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include the local geometric details and the mesh must adapt to that true geometry, 
not the geometry of the original mesh.  
 
It is important to note that for the determination of other quantities such as the 
peak displacements or stresses around the hole, it is not necessary to introduce 
the geometry of the fillet. Thus, the need for the inclusion of that geometry such 
as the fillet is also a function of the simulation parameters of interest. Such factors 
are important not only to the proper application of adaptive techniques; they also 
enter into questions on how engineering design is executed. For example, early in 
the design process one wants to evaluate overall geometric configurations without 
the need to fill in all the geometric detail. Referring back to the simple example of 
Figure 7, the designer may want to select the overall geometry and see if the 
major dimensions can be sized to meet the design needs. Once this is done, a 
subsequent set of design steps can be effectively applied to add fillets as needed to 
reduce reentrant corner stress concentrations. 
 
Clearly, designers cannot be expected to know all the technical details of the 
interactions of the models, geometry, and discretization approximations. This 
is one reason why simulation-based design systems must be carefully 
structured and used within the limitations of the simulation methods and 
adaptive controls included.  
 

VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION IN SIMULATION-BASED 
DESIGN 

The extensive use of simulation is leading to increased attention to verification 
and validation (V&V). Efforts on V&V include professional society consideration 
such as AIAA for computational fluid mechanics [13], and ASME for 
computational solid mechanics [4]. Recent developments clearly demonstrate the 
need for V&V and are providing a basic understanding of the V&V process 
[5,22]. However, the application of these methods to critical engineering 
processes is not yet common. As 
indicated in Figure 8, the four-
level simulation process maps 
well into the V&V processes 
being defined, with the problem-
specification level mapping to 
the physical reality, the 
mathematical-modeling level to 
the mathematical model, and the 
computational model and 
numerical-system levels mapping 
to the simulation model. 
 
Each automated simulation applied must be carefully verified to ensure that it 
solves the mathematical model representations to sufficient accuracy. In the case 
of automation of the associated analyses, this includes the careful qualification of 
the analysis model approximations such as the geometric idealizations and mesh 

FIGURE 8  
Verification & 

Validation Process 
(Figure fashioned  
from that given in 

Reference [4].) 
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discretization errors discussed above. It also includes ensuring the meshes used 
are sufficient to provide solutions with an acceptable level of convergence to the 
original mathematical model. Verification deals with all aspects of ensuring that 
the mathematical models are solved correctly to the required level of accuracy. 
 
The ability of the methods to give accurate predictions of the physical reality of 
interest must also be validated by the comparison of simulation results to 
experimental measurements. It is important to note that validation against 
physical reality can only begin after the methods have been verified to solve the 
selected mathematical models with sufficient accuracy. Otherwise, one may be 
attempting to obtain results for which the numerical solutions are inaccurate and 
non-convergent to the selected mathematical model, thus making any validation 
efforts meaningless. 
 
Since by definition validation requires the use of physical measurements, it would 
appear that the concept of supporting virtual prototyping within a simulation-
based engineering process is inconsistent with proper validation. A resolution of 
the questions raised by this inconsistency relates to the process of constructing 
and using a simulation-based design system. Validation against physical 
experiments is a critical part of constructing a simulation-based design system. 
The validations done during this process must include much more than validating 
against a completed prototype. It must include a set of component validations of 
the simulation methods used throughout the design process as indicated in Figure 
9. In addition, the set of validations done must be such that they capture the 
range of parameter variations expected, and the simulation-based design system 
must constrain users to stay within these limits, or inform the users that have 
exceeded the system�s limits and need additional validation of a specific type. 
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CLOSING REMARK 
Simulation-based design technologies are just beginning to demonstrate their 
potential. Their introduction requires the application of new technologies and 
changes in the way business is done. It also requires a real investment in the 
development of properly supported and validated systems for specific application 
domains. This document has focused on issues associated with ensuring that the 
simulation technologies within a simulation-based design system are capable of 
providing reliable predictions of the parameters of interest.  
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